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Abstract
We study the connection between discrete Morse theory and persistent homology in the context
of shape reconstruction methods. Specifically, we consider the construction of Wrap complexes,
introduced by Edelsbrunner as a subcomplex of the Delaunay complex, and the construction of
lexicographic optimal homologous cycles, also considered by Cohen–Steiner, Lieutier, and Vuillamy
in a similar setting. We show that for any cycle in a Delaunay complex for a given radius parameter,
the lexicographically optimal homologous cycle is supported on the Wrap complex for the same
parameter, thereby establishing a close connection between the two methods. We obtain this result
by establishing a fundamental connection between reduction of cycles in the computation of persistent
homology and gradient flows in the algebraic generalization of discrete Morse theory.
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1 Introduction

Reconstructing shapes and submanifolds from point clouds is a classical topic in computational
geometry. Starting in the 2000s, several key results have been achieved [1, 2, 13, 15, 22, 24,
25, 38, 40], culminating in theoretical homeomorphic reconstruction guarantees for a method
based on the Delaunay triangulation [15]. The method is theoretical in nature, and their
practical applicability is hindered by complexity and robustness issues. A major challenge is
caused by slivers [14], which are simplices in the Delaunay triangulation with small volume
but no short edges, and which have to be handled explicitly. In contrast, several related
Delaunay-based methods have proven highly robust and successful in practice, in particular,
Morse-theory based methods such as Wrap and related constructions [6, 23,25,39–41] and
homological methods based on minimal cycles [4, 18–20, 43]. The latter methods produce
water-tight surfaces (that is, boundaries of solids) by construction, gracefully circumventing
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15:2 Wrapping Cycles in Delaunay Complexes

Figure 1 Left: Delaunay triangulation of a point cloud, with critical simplices highlighted. Middle:
Wrap complex for a small radius parameter. Right: lexicographically minimal cycle for the most
persistent feature (black contour), shown together with its bounding chain (shaded blue).

the issue of slivers. On the other hand, the Wrap complex [6] is always homotopy-equivalent
to a union of balls of a given radius, but may still contain critical sliver simplices. It is
therefore desirable to identify a subcomplex that is free from slivers.

Even though the Morse-theoretic and the homological method seem closely related in
spirit, up to now the connection between them has not been fully explored. While the
development of Wrap preceded the introduction of Forman’s discrete Morse theory [29], it
has since been redeveloped within this framework [6], which provides powerful tools for
proving geometric and topological properties of this construction. A bridge from Wrap to
homology-based methods advances our understanding of their geometric and topological
properties, potentially paving the way for reconstruction guarantees that extend beyond
surfaces. Indeed, a synthesis of Wrap, discrete Morse theory, and persistent homology in
the context of surface reconstruction has been envisioned already in Edelsbrunner’s original
paper describing the Wrap algorithm [25].

Contributions. The objective of this paper is twofold. First, we provide a tight link between
persistent homology and discrete Morse theory, unifying the central notions of persistence
pairs and of gradient pairs in a common framework. Despite various results connecting both
theories (see, e.g., [5,8,36]), this kind of interface has been missing from the literature. Using
a specific refinement of the sublevel set filtration of a discrete Morse function, we demonstrate
how the persistence pairs yield an algebraic gradient that contains as a subset the gradient
pairs of the discrete Morse function, and such that the corresponding algebraic gradient flow
can be viewed as a variant of the reduction algorithm for computing persistent homology
(see Section 4). Second, we use these insights to establish a strong connection between the
aforementioned Morse-theoretic and homological approaches to shape reconstruction. Our
main result (specializing Theorem 29 to the Delaunay radius function, see Example 6), shows
that the lexicographically minimal cycles (see Definition 4) in a Delaunay complex are all
supported on the corresponding Wrap complex (see Definition 8), as illustrated in Figure 1.
In the statement of the theorem, the order on simplices follows the convention outlined in
Section 2.3, and homology is considered with coefficients in a specified field.

▶ Theorem A. Let X ⊂ Rd be a finite subset in general position, let r ∈ R, and let
h ∈ H∗(Delr(X)) be a homology class of the Delaunay complex Delr(X). Then the lexi-
cographically minimal cycle of h, with respect to the Delaunay-lexicographic order on the
simplices, is supported on the Wrap complex Wrapr(X).
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Figure 2 The lexicographically minimal cycle corresponding to the most persistent feature of the
Delaunay filtration for 3D scan point clouds [33] yields an accurate reconstruction of the surface.

As a consequence of our main result, we obtain the following connection between Wrap
complexes and persistent homology (see Section 2.1) of the Delaunay filtration, specializing
Corollary 30 to the Delaunay radius function. Our result states that the minimal cycle
homologous to the boundary of a simplex killing homology in the Delaunay filtration –
obtained by a variant of the familiar matrix reduction algorithm for computing persistence –
is supported on the Wrap complex for the birth value of the corresponding feature.

▶ Corollary B. Let X ⊂ Rd be a finite subset in general position and (σ, τ) a non-zero per-
sistence pair of the lexicographically refined Delaunay filtration. Let r = rX(σ) and s = rX(τ)
be the radius of the smallest empty circumsphere of σ and of τ , respectively. Then the lexico-
graphically minimal cycle of [∂τ ] in the Delaunay complex Del<s (X), given as the column Rτ

of the totally reduced filtration boundary matrix, is supported on the Wrap complex Wrapr(X).

The totally reduced filtration boundary matrix can be computed using Algorithm 2. The
connection between lexicographically minimal cycles and matrix reduction algorithms used
in the context of persistent homology has already been discussed in [19].

For a sufficiently good sample of a compact d-submanifold of Euclidean space, the union
of closed balls centered at the sample points deformation retracts onto the submanifold by a
closest point projection [3,38]. As the Delaunay complex is naturally homotopy equivalent to
the union of closed balls [7], this implies that the fundamental class of the manifold is captured
directly in the d-dimensional persistent homology of the Delaunay filtration through a natural
isomorphism. Similar observations that are based on the induced maps in persistent homology
and with weaker assumptions have also been made before [16] [12, Section 11.4]. Moreover,
in the preprint [18, Theorem 9.1] it is argued that the unique non-trivial lexicographically
optimal 2-cycle in the Čech complex of a sample of a 2-submanifold of Euclidean space yields
a homeomorphic reconstruction of the submanifold. Note that the lexicographically optimal
cycles considered in [18–20, 43] are based on a slightly different total order on simplices,
refining the minimum enclosing radius function. Relating these particular choices and results
to our results and those in [6] remains an interesting open problem.

Together with Corollary B, the discussion above suggests the following heuristic for a
simple and robust algorithm for shape reconstruction from a point cloud, combining Wrap
and lexicographically minimal cycles with persistent homology: Take the most persistent
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15:4 Wrapping Cycles in Delaunay Complexes

d-dimensional feature of the Delaunay filtration, i.e., the interval in the barcode with the
largest death/birth ratio. Intuitively, this feature is born at a small scale and only gets filled
in at a large scale. By Corollary B, the corresponding lexicographically minimal cycle is
guaranteed to be supported on the Wrap complex for a small scale parameter. See Figure 2
for an illustration, which can readily be reproduced using the code provided in [11] by
executing docker build -o output github.com/fabian-roll/wrappingcycles on any machine
with Docker installed and configured with sufficient memory (16GB recommended).

2 Preliminaries

A finite simplicial complex K is a collection of finite nonempty sets such that for any set
σ ∈ K and any nonempty subset ρ ⊆ σ one has ρ ∈ K. A set σ ∈ K is called a simplex, and
dim σ = cardσ− 1 is its dimension. Moreover, ρ is said to be a face of σ and σ a coface of ρ.
If dim ρ = dim σ − 1, then we call ρ a facet of σ, σ a cofacet of ρ, and (ρ, σ) a facet pair.

2.1 Persistent homology and apparent pairs
Based chain complexes and filtrations. We assume the reader to be familiar with the basics
of homological algebra (see, e.g., [37, 44]). By a based chain complex (C∗,Σ∗) (sometimes
also called a Lefschetz complex [35]) we mean a bounded chain complex C∗ = (Cn, ∂)n∈N of
finite dimensional vector spaces over a field F together with a basis Σn for each Cn. Consider
the canonical bilinear form ⟨·, ·⟩ on C∗ for the given basis Σ∗, i.e., for a, b ∈ Σ∗ we have
⟨a, b⟩ = 0 if a ̸= b and ⟨a, a⟩ = 1. Given two basis elements c ∈ Σn and e ∈ Σn+1 such that
⟨∂e, c⟩ ≠ 0, we call c a facet of e and e a cofacet of c, and we call (c, e) a facet pair.

For a poset P and any element p ∈ P we denote by ↓ p = {q ∈ P | q ≤ p} the down set
of p. A filtration of (C∗,Σ∗) is a collection of based chain complexes (Ci

∗,Σi
∗)i∈I , where I

is a totally ordered indexing set, such that Σi
∗ ⊆ Σ∗ spans the subcomplex Ci

∗ of C∗ for all
i ∈ I, and i ≤ j implies Σi

∗ ⊆ Σj
∗. We call the filtration an elementwise filtration if for any j

with immediate predecessor i we have that Σj
∗ \ Σi

∗ contains exactly one basis element σj .
Thus, elementwise filtrations of (C∗,Σ∗) correspond bijectively to total orders < on Σ∗ such
that the down sets ↓ σj = {σi | σi ≤ σj} span subcomplexes.

Our main example for a based chain complex is the simplicial chain complex C∗(K) of a
simplicial complex K with coefficients in a field. If the vertices of K are totally ordered, then
there is a canonical basis of Cn(K) consisting of the n-dimensional simplices of K oriented
according to the given vertex order, and a simplexwise filtration of K induces a canonical
elementwise filtration of C∗(K).

Matrix reduction. For a based chain complex (C∗,Σ∗ = σ1 < · · · < σl) with an elementwise
filtration, we often identify an element of C∗ with its coordinate vector in Fl. The filtration
boundary matrix D of an elementwise filtration is the matrix that represents the boundary
map ∂ with respect to the total order on the basis elements induced by the filtration.

For a matrix R, we denote by Rj the jth column of R, and by Ri,j the entry of R in
row i and column j. The pivot of a column Rj , denoted by PivIndRj , is the maximal row
index i with Ri,j ̸= 0, taken to be 0 if all entries are 0. Otherwise, the non-zero entry is
called the pivot entry, denoted by PivEntRi. We define PivIndsR = {i | i = PivIndRj ̸= 0}
to be the collection of all non-zero column pivots. Moreover, we call a column Rj reduced if
its pivot cannot be decreased by adding a linear combination of the columns Ri with i < j,
and we call the matrix R reduced if all its columns are reduced. Finally, we call the matrix
R totally reduced if for each i < j we have Rs,j = 0, where s = PivIndRi.
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Algorithm 1 Standard matrix reduction.

Input: D = ∂ an l × l filtration boundary matrix
Result: R = D · S with R reduced and S full rank upper triangular
R = D; S = Id;
for j = 1 to l do

while there exists i < j with PivIndRi = PivIndRj > 0 do
µ = − PivEntRj/PivEntRi;
Rj = Rj + µ ·Ri; Sj = Sj + µ · Si;

return R,S

Algorithm 2 Exhaustive matrix reduction.

Input: D = ∂ an l × l filtration boundary matrix
Result: R = D · S with R totally reduced and S full rank upper triangular
R = D; S = Id;
for j = 1 to l do

while there exist s, i < j with PivIndRi = s and Rs,j ̸= 0 do
µ = −Rs,j/Rs,i;
Rj = Rj + µ ·Ri; Sj = Sj + µ · Si;

return R,S

We call a matrix S a reduction matrix if it is a full rank upper triangular matrix such
that R = D · S is reduced and S is homogeneous, meaning that respects the degrees in the
chain complex. Any such reduction R = D · S of the filtration boundary matrix induces a
direct sum decomposition (see, e.g., [5, 21]) of C∗ into elementary chain complexes in the
following way: If Rj ̸= 0, then we have the summand

· · · → 0 → ⟨Sj⟩ ∂→ ⟨Rj⟩ → 0 → . . . ,

in which case we call j a death index, i = PivIndRj a birth index, and (i, j) an index
persistence pair. If Ri = 0 and i /∈ PivIndsR, then we have the summand

· · · → 0 → ⟨Si⟩ → 0 → . . . ,

in which case we call i an essential index. Moreover, we call the element σi a birth, death, or
essential element, if its index is a birth, death, or essential index. Similarly, we call a pair of
elements (σi, σj) a persistence pair, if the pair (i, j) is an index persistence pair. Note that
this is independent of the specific reduction of the filtration boundary matrix. By taking the
intersection with the filtration, one obtains elementary filtered chain complexes, in which Rj is
a cycle appearing in the filtration at index i = PivIndRj and becoming a boundary when Sj

enters the filtration at index j, and in which an essential cycle Si enters the filtration at index i.
Thus, the barcode of the persistent homology [26] of the elementwise filtration is given by the
collection of intervals {[i, j) | (i, j) index persistence pair} ∪ {[i,∞) | i essential index}.

Such a reduction R = D · S can be computed by a variant of Gaussian elimination [17],
as in Algorithm 1. A slight modification is Algorithm 2, which computes a totally reduced
filtration boundary matrix, as used in Corollary B. This is also known as exhaustive reduction,
and appears in various forms in the literature [19,27,28,45].

Apparent pairs. Many optimization schemes have been developed in order to speed up the
computation of persistent homology. One of them is based on apparent pairs [5], a concept
which lies at the interface of persistence and discrete Morse theory.

SoCG 2024



15:6 Wrapping Cycles in Delaunay Complexes

▶ Definition 1. Let (C∗,Σ∗ = σ1 < · · · < σl) be a based chain complex with an elementwise
filtration. We call a pair of basis elements (σi, σj) an apparent pair if σi is the maximal
facet of σj and σj is the minimal cofacet of σi.

In the context of persistence, the interest in apparent pairs stems from the following observa-
tion [5], immediate from the definitions.

▶ Lemma 2. For any apparent pair (σ, τ) of an elementwise filtration, the column of τ in
the filtration boundary matrix is reduced, and (σ, τ) is a persistence pair.

2.2 Lexicographic optimality
In this section, we introduce the lexicographic order on chains for a based chain complex
(C∗,Σ∗ = σ1 < · · · < σl) with an elementwise filtration, extending the definitions in [19]. For
any chain c =

∑
i λiσi ∈ Cn, we define its support suppΣ∗

c to be the set of basis elements
σi ∈ Σn with λi ≠ 0. Note that this is not to be confused with the supporting subcomplex,
which also contains the faces of these basis elements. Given a totally ordered set (X,≤),
we consider the lexicographic order ⪯ on the power set 2X given by identifying any subset
A ⊆ X with its characteristic function and considering the lexicographic order on the set of
characteristic functions. Explicitly, for A,B ⊆ X we have A ⪯ B if and only if A = B or the
maximal element of the symmetric difference (A \B) ∪ (B \A) is contained in B.

▶ Definition 3. The lexicographic preorder ⊑ on the collection of chains Cn is given
by c1 ⊑ c2 if and only if suppΣ∗

c1 ⪯ suppΣ∗
c2 in the lexicographic order on subsets of Σn.

We write ⊏ for the corresponding strict preorder.

If we consider a simplicial chain complex with coefficients in Z/2Z, then this preorder is
a total order, and it coincides with the one considered in [19, Definition 2.1].

▶ Definition 4. We call a chain c ∈ Cn lexicographically minimal, or irreducible, if there
exists no strictly smaller homologous chain (c + ∂e) ⊏ c in the lexicographic preorder,
where e ∈ Cn+1. Otherwise, we call the chain c reducible.

It follows from [10, Proposition 39] that each homology class of the chain complex C∗ has
a unique lexicographically minimal representative cycle, regardless of the coefficient field.

2.3 Discrete Morse theory and apparent pairs
Following closely the exposition in [9], we use the following generalization of a discrete Morse
function, originally due to Forman [6,29,30]. Let K be a simplicial complex.

▶ Definition 5. A function f : K → R is a generalized discrete Morse function if
f is monotonic, i.e., for any σ, τ ∈ K with σ ⊆ τ we have f(σ) ≤ f(τ), and
there exists a (unique) partition V̂ of K into intervals [ρ, ϕ] = {ψ ∈ K | ρ ⊆ ψ ⊆ ϕ} in
the face poset such that any pair of simplices σ ⊆ τ satisfies f(σ) = f(τ) if and only if σ
and τ belong to a common interval in the partition.

The collection of regular intervals, [ρ, ϕ] with ρ ̸= ϕ, is the discrete gradient V of f on K,
and any singleton interval [σ, σ] = {σ}, as well as the corresponding simplex σ, is critical.

If W is another discrete gradient on K, then we say that V is a refinement of W if each
interval in the gradient partition Ŵ is a disjoint union of intervals in V̂ . If the refinement
preserves the set of critical simplices, we call it a regular refinement. Moreover, if each regular
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interval in V only consists of a pair of simplices, we simply call f a discrete Morse function.
We often refer to a discrete gradient without explicit mention of the function f , noting that
different functions can have the same gradient.

For a monotonic function g : K → R we write Sr(g) = g−1(−∞, r] ⊆ K for the sublevel
set and S<

r (g) = g−1(−∞, r) ⊆ K for the open sublevel set of g at scale r ∈ R.

▶ Example 6. For a finite subset X ⊂ Rd in general position, the Čech radius function
r∅ : Čech(X) → R as well as the Delaunay radius function rX : Del(X) → R, which assign
to a simplex the radius of its smallest enclosing sphere and smallest empty circumsphere,
respectively, are both generalized discrete Morse functions [6]. Moreover, for r ∈ R their
sublevel sets at scale r are the Čech complex Čechr(X) and the Delaunay complex Delr(X),
respectively. Similarly, their open sublevel sets at scale r are the Čech complex Čech<

r (X)
and the Delaunay complex Del<r (X), respectively.

We now explain the connection between discrete Morse theory and apparent pairs
(Definition 1). Let f : K → R be a monotonic function and assume that the vertices of K
are totally ordered. The f -lexicographic order is the total order ≤f on K given by ordering
the simplices by their value under f , then by dimension, then by the lexicographic order
induced by the total vertex order.

A persistence pair (σ, τ) of the elementwise filtration determined by the f -lexicographic
order is a zero persistence pair if f(σ) = f(τ). The collection of apparent pairs of a
simplexwise filtration forms a discrete gradient [5, Lemma 3.5], the apparent pairs gradient.
There is a further connection between apparent pairs and discrete Morse functions: Let
f : K → R be a generalized discrete Morse function with discrete gradient V . Consider the
regular refinement of V obtained by applying a minimal vertex refinement to each interval:

Ṽ = {(ψ \ {v}, ψ ∪ {v}) | ψ ∈ [ρ, ϕ] ∈ V, v = min(ϕ \ ρ)}.

By the following proposition from [9, Lemma 9], this regular refinement is induced by the
apparent pairs gradient for the simplexwise filtration determined by the f -lexicographic
order. In particular, the zero persistence pairs of this simplexwise filtration are precisely the
zero persistence apparent pairs, and the V -critical simplices of K are precisely the simplices
that are either essential or contained in a non-zero persistence pair.

▶ Proposition 7. The zero persistence apparent pairs with respect to the f-lexicographic
order are precisely the gradient pairs of Ṽ .

3 Descending complexes and gradient refinements

We extend the definition of the Wrap complex from [6] to an arbitrary subset C of the set of
critical simplices with respect to a discrete gradient V and study its behavior under gradient
refinements. We further extend it to monotonic functions g : K → R that are compatible
with V : all simplices within an interval I ∈ V̂ have the same function value, g(I) ∈ R.

The gradient partition V̂ has a canonical poset structure ≤V̂ given by the transitive
closure of the relation I ∼ J if and only if there exists a face σ ∈ I of a simplex τ ∈ J. The
down set of a subset A ⊆ V̂ is the set of intervals ↓ A = {I ∈ V̂ | ∃J ∈ A : I ≤V̂ J},
and for r ∈ R we denote the discrete gradient V restricted to the sublevel set Sr(g) by
Vr = {I ∈ V | g(I) ≤ r}. Note that if I ≤V̂ J , then g(I) ≤ g(J), and hence for a subset
A ⊆ V̂r ⊆ V̂ the down sets with respect to the canonical poset structure on V̂r and with
respect to the canonical poset structure on V̂ coincide.

SoCG 2024



15:8 Wrapping Cycles in Delaunay Complexes

▶ Definition 8. For a discrete gradient V on K, the descending complex is the subcomplex

D(V ) =
⋃

↓ {{σ} | σ ∈ K critical}

of K given by the union of intervals in the down sets of the critical intervals. More generally, if
C is a subset of the set of critical simplices, the descending complex D(V,C) is the subcomplex

D(V,C) =
⋃

↓ {{σ} | σ ∈ C}

of K. Moreover, for a monotonic function g : K → R that is compatible with V , the
descending complex Dr(V, g) at scale r ∈ R is the subcomplex

Dr(V, g) = D(Vr) = D(V,Critr(V, g)) =
⋃

↓ {{σ} | σ ∈ K critical, g(σ) ≤ r}

of Sr(g), where Critr(V, g) = {σ ∈ K critical | g(σ) ≤ r}. If V is the discrete gradient of a
generalized discrete Morse function f , we simply write Dr(f) for Dr(V, f).

The descending complex D(V ) in the context of discrete Morse theory is motivated by
the concept of a descending or stable manifold of a critical point from smooth Morse theory,
which is central in the original definition of the Wrap complex [25]. Note that the descending
complex Dr(rX) ⊆ Delr(X) of the Delaunay radius function rX (see Example 6) is precisely
the Wrap complex, Wrapr(X), from [6]. It has been shown that a variant of the Wrap
complex can be used to topologically reconstruct a submanifold by choosing a suitable subset
of critical simplices [23,40,41], which also motivates our definition of D(V,C).

We now study the behavior of the descending complex under gradient refinements.

▶ Proposition 9. Let V be a discrete gradient on K, let C be a subset of V -critical simplices,
and let W be a refinement of V . Then the descending complex D(W,C) is a subcomplex of
the descending complex D(V,C).

Proof. Note first that every V -critical simplex is also W -critical, as W is a refinement of V .
By the same reason, there exists a set map φ : Ŵ → V̂ between the gradient partitions such
that for every B ∈ Ŵ we have B ⊆ φ(B). It follows straightforwardly from the definition of
the canonical poset structures on Ŵ and V̂ that φ is a poset map. Thus, for every W -critical
simplex σ ∈ C and interval A ∈ Ŵ with A ≤Ŵ {σ}, we have φ(A) ≤V̂ φ({σ}) = {σ} ∈ V̂ , as
σ is also V -critical. It now follows directly from the construction of the descending complexes,
that A ⊆ φ(A) ⊆ D(V,C) and D(W,C) ⊆ D(V,C). ◀

▶ Remark 10. If L is a subcomplex of K and the complement K \ L is the disjoint union of
regular intervals in V , then V induces a collapse K ↘ L [6, Theorem 2.2]. It follows directly
from this and the construction of D(V ), that D(V ) is the smallest subcomplex of K such
that V induces a collapse K ↘ D(V ). Moreover, if W is a regular refinement of V , implying
D(W ) ⊆ D(V ) by Proposition 9, the complement D(V ) \ D(W ) is the disjoint union of
regular intervals in W . Similar to before, it follows that W induces a collapse D(V ) ↘ D(W ).
In particular, the inclusion D(W ) ↪→ D(V ) is a homotopy equivalence (see Figure 3).

4 Algebraic Morse theory and persistence

We saw that the apparent pairs are closely related to persistent homology and discrete Morse
theory. In this section, we show how all the persistence pairs are related to algebraic Morse
theory [31,32,42], also called algebraic discrete Morse theory. We also show how this approach
connects to lexicographically minimal cycles. Let (C∗,Σ∗) be a based chain complex.
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Figure 3 Left: Generalized discrete gradient (blue) with corresponding descending complex (green).
Right: lexicographic gradient refinement (blue) with corresponding descending complex (green).

▶ Definition 11. A function f : Σ∗ → R is an algebraic Morse function if
f is monotonic, i.e., for any facet σ ∈ Σn of τ ∈ Σn+1 we have f(σ) ≤ f(τ), and
there exists a (unique) disjoint collection V of facet pairs such that every facet pair (µ, η)
satisfies f(µ) = f(η) if and only if (µ, η) ∈ V .

We call V the algebraic gradient of f on Σ∗, and a basis element critical if it is not contained
in any pair of V . Moreover, for (σ, τ) ∈ V we call σ a gradient facet and τ a gradient cofacet.

We often refer to an algebraic gradient without explicit mention of the associated function.
▶ Remark 12. The definitions of algebraic Morse function and algebraic gradient generalize
those from discrete Morse theory. Let f : K → R be a discrete Morse function with discrete
gradient V . Recall that the simplicial chain complex C∗(K) has a basis Σ∗ consisting of the
simplices of K with some chosen orientation. We can now interpret f as an algebraic Morse
function on this basis Σ∗ and the discrete gradient V as an algebraic gradient.

4.1 Gradient pairs from persistence pairs
We now explain how all persistence pairs determine an algebraic gradient that relates to
discrete Morse theory through apparent pairs (Lemma 2 and Proposition 7). This establishes
the framework for a key step in our proof of Theorem A. Let (C∗,Σ∗ = σ1 < · · · < σl) be a
based chain complex with an elementwise filtration, and let R = D · S be a reduction of the
filtration boundary matrix. For any chain c ∈ Cn, we denote by PivotΣ∗ c = max suppΣ∗

c

the maximal basis element in the basis representation of c with respect to Σ∗. If v is the
coordinate vector in Fl representing c, we also write PivotΣ∗ v for PivotΣ∗ c = σPivInd v.

The direct sum decomposition of filtered chain complexes explained in Section 2.1 yields a
straightforward interpretation of persistence pairs as an algebraic gradient, which we discuss
in [10, Appendix A.1]. However, this gradient is not suitable for our purposes as it neither
relates directly to apparent pairs nor lexicographically optimal cycles. Hence, we consider an
alternative approach that uses the distinctness of non-zero pivot elements in the reduced
matrix R = D · S. To this end, we equip the chain complex C∗ with the new ordered basis
Ω∗ = τ1 < · · · < τl given by

τi =
{
σi if i is a birth or essential index,
Si if i is a death index.

We call this basis Ω∗ the reduction basis. Note that with respect to the original basis we
have PivotΣ∗ τi = σi for all i. Moreover, note that for every death index j and Rj = D · Sj

we have PivotΩ∗ Rj = PivotΣ∗ Rj . By pairing the death columns Sj with the pivot elements
PivotΩ∗ Rj of their boundaries Rj = D · Sj , we obtain a set of disjoint pairs, which we call
the reduction gradient of S:

{(PivotΩ∗ Rj , Sj) | j is a death index}.

SoCG 2024
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▶ Proposition 13. The reduction gradient is an algebraic gradient on Ω∗.

Proof. Consider the function f : Ω∗ → N with values f(PivotΩ∗ Rj) = f(Sj) = PivIndRj

for every death index j and f(τi) = i for every essential index i. Note that, as S is a full rank
upper triangular matrix, the ordered basis Ω∗ = τ1 < · · · < τl is compatible with the given
elementwise filtration, in the sense that ↓ τj induces the same subcomplex of C∗ as ↓ σj for
every j. In particular, whenever τi is a facet of τj , we have i < j. The function f assigns to
any basis element of the form τj = Sj , for j a death index, the index i = PivIndRj of its
maximal facet PivotΩ∗ Rj = PivotΣ∗ Rj = τi ∈ Ω∗, and to all other basis elements τi their
index i. This implies that f is monotonic with algebraic gradient the reduction gradient. ◀

The reduction gradient is closely related to apparent pairs (Definition 1) in the following
sense. For any apparent pair (σi, σj) of the elementwise filtration, the column of σj in the
filtration boundary matrix is reduced (Lemma 2). Therefore, we are led to define a reduction
matrix S to be apparent pairs compatible if the column Sj contains only one non-zero entry
Sj,j = 1 for every apparent pair (σi, σj). Note that the collection of apparent pairs of the
elementwise filtration forms an algebraic gradient on Σ∗ [34, Lemma 2.2; 5, Lemma 3.5] that
we call the apparent pairs gradient. The following is a direct consequence of the definitions.

▶ Lemma 14. If the reduction matrix S is apparent pairs compatible, then the apparent pairs
gradient of the elementwise filtration on Σ∗ is a subset of the reduction gradient of S on Ω∗.

▶ Remark 15. Both of the reduction algorithms in Section 2.1 compute a reduction R = D ·S
of the filtration boundary matrix, noting explicitly that S is homogeneous. Furthermore,
Algorithm 1 computes a reduction matrix S that is also apparent pairs compatible.

4.2 The flow of an algebraic gradient
We now introduce the flow determined by an algebraic gradient, study its behavior under
gradient containment, and analyze in the subsequent sections its relation to lexicographically
minimal cycles (Proposition 26), as well as the descending complex (Proposition 28). While
the remainder of the paper is mainly focused on cycles, in this section we present results
that hold more generally for chains, and which may be of independent interest. Moreover,
in [10, Appendix A.4] we demonstrate how the algebraic flow on a cycle can be interpreted as
a variant of Gaussian elimination, tying it closely to the exhaustive reduction (Algorithm 2).

Let (C∗,Σ∗) be a based chain complex and V an algebraic gradient on Σ∗. The following
definition, originally for discrete gradients [29], carries over naturally to the algebraic setting.

▶ Definition 16. The flow Φ: C∗ → C∗ determined by V is the chain map given by

Φ(c) = c+ ∂ F(c) + F(∂c),

where F: C∗ → C∗+1 is the unique linear map defined on the basis elements σ ∈ Σ∗ as

F(σ) =
{

− 1
⟨∂τ,σ⟩ · τ if σ is contained in a pair (σ, τ) ∈ V ,

0 otherwise.

Note that, by construction, the map F is a chain homotopy between the identity and the flow
Φ. In particular, if c is a cycle, then the flow reduces to Φ(c) = c+ ∂ F(c) and therefore acts
on each homology class of the chain complex by a change of representative cycle. Moreover,
if f : Σ∗ → R is an algebraic Morse function, then, by construction, the associated flow Φ
acts for any r ∈ R on the subcomplex of C∗ spanned by the sublevel set Sr(f) = f−1(−∞, r].
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Forman [29] proved that the sequence (Φn)n stabilizes for the cellular chain complex of a
finite CW-complex. This generalizes to our setting of arbitrary finite chain complexes, and
we denote the stabilized flow by Φ∞ = Φr, where r is a large enough natural number:

▶ Proposition 17. There exists an r ∈ N such that for all s ≥ r we have Φs = Φr.

The proof of this proposition uses the following lemma, which is a straightforward
generalization of the corresponding statement in [29], and is of independent interest to us.

▶ Lemma 18. Let σ ∈ Σn be critical. Then for all r ∈ N the iterated flow Φr+1(σ) is given by

Φr+1(σ) = σ + w + Φ(w) + · · · + Φr(w),

where w = F(∂σ). Moreover, we have Φs(w) ∈ im F for all s ∈ N, and F(Φr+1(σ)) = 0.

Based on the concept of a discrete flow, Forman [29] considered the subcomplex of the
cellular chain complex given by the flow invariant chains and proved the following proposition,
which generalizes to our setting. Consider the subcomplex of Φ-invariant chains,

CΦ
∗ = {c ∈ C∗ | Φ(c) = c}.

▶ Proposition 19. The Φ-invariant chains are spanned by the image of the critical basis
elements under the stabilized flow CΦ

n = span{Φ∞(σ) | σ ∈ Σn critical}.

We now relate the flow invariant chains of an algebraic gradient to those of its subgradients.
A proof of the following statement can be found in [10, Appendix A.2].

▶ Proposition 20. Let (C∗,Σ∗) be a based chain complex and W ⊆ V two algebraic gradients
on Σ∗. Consider the flows Ψ,Φ: C∗ → C∗ determined by W and V , respectively. Then
any Φ-invariant chain is also Ψ-invariant, i.e., we have CΦ

∗ ⊆ CΨ
∗ .

Note that the flow Φ can be written as a sum of flows Φ =
∑

(a,b)∈V Φ(a,b)−(cardV −1)·id,
where Φ(a,b) is the flow determined by the algebraic gradient {(a, b)} on Σ∗. Together with
Proposition 20, this proves the following.

▶ Corollary 21. Let V be an algebraic gradient on Σ∗ with associated flow Φ: C∗ → C∗.
Then a chain is Φ-invariant if and only if it is Φ(a,b)-invariant for every pair (a, b) ∈ V .

For a based chain complex (C∗,Σ∗) and algebraic gradient V on Σ∗, we denote by
∂nV = {∂b | ∃ (a, b) ∈ V with a ∈ Σn} the set of gradient cofacet boundaries in degree n.
We say that two cycles z, z′ ∈ Zn are V -homologous if there exists an element ∂e ∈ span ∂nV

such that z − z′ = ∂e. Observe that for any cycle z ∈ Zn, the cycle Φ(z) = z + ∂ F(z)
is V -homologous to z. A proof of the following statement can be found in [10, Appendix A.2].

▶ Proposition 22. Let V be an algebraic gradient on Σ∗ with associated flow Φ: C∗ → C∗.
Then a cycle z ∈ Zn is Φ-invariant if and only if it contains no gradient facets of V . Moreover,
if z′ ∈ Zn is any Φ-invariant cycle that is V -homologous to z, then z = z′.

Now let (C∗,Σ∗ = σ1 < · · · < σl) be a based chain complex with an elementwise filtration,
and let R = D · S be a reduction of the filtration boundary matrix. In order to relate the
flow determined by the reduction gradient to the flow determined by the zero persistence
apparent pairs gradient, and therefore to discrete Morse theory (Propositions 7 and 28), we
call a reduction matrix S death-compatible if for every death index j and non-zero entry
Si,j ̸= 0 we also have that i is a death index.
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▶ Remark 23. Both algorithms in Section 2.1 compute a death-compatible reduction matrix S.

The following is a direct consequence of Lemma 14 and the definitions.

▶ Lemma 24. If the reduction matrix S is apparent pairs and death-compatible, then the
flows determined by the apparent pairs gradient of the elementwise filtration as an algebraic
gradient on Σ∗ and as an algebraic gradient on Ω∗, respectively, coincide.

4.3 Relating the algebraic flow and lexicographically minimal cycles
We now relate the flow invariant cycles determined by a reduction gradient to lexicographically
minimal homologous cycles. Let (C∗,Σ∗ = σ1 < · · · < σl) be a based chain complex with an
elementwise filtration, and let R = D · S be a reduction of the filtration boundary matrix.
The following result [19, Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5] provides an equivalent condition for minimality.

▶ Proposition 25. A cycle is lexicographically minimal with respect to the elementwise
filtration if and only if its support contains only death elements and essential elements.

We provide another characterization in terms of the algebraic flow determined by the
reduction gradient of S (defined on the reduction basis Ω∗), which we call the reduction flow.

▶ Proposition 26. Let (C∗,Σ∗ = σ1 < · · · < σl) be a based chain complex with an elementwise
filtration, and let R = D · S be a reduction of the filtration boundary matrix by a death-
compatible reduction matrix S. Then for a cycle z ∈ Zn the following are equivalent:

z is lexicographically minimal with respect to the ordered basis Σ∗;
z is invariant under the reduction flow.

We defer the proofs to [10, Appendix A.3].

5 Relating algebraic reduction gradients and discrete gradients

We are now ready to relate our results for the algebraic flow determined by the reduction
gradient to discrete Morse theory. In particular, we show that for a generalized discrete Morse
function f : K → R, the lexicographically minimal cycles with respect to the f -lexicographic
order on the simplices are supported on the descending complexes of f . In [10, Appendix B],
we show that the reduction chains, given as the columns of a suitable reduction matrix, are
also supported on the descending complexes of f . In particular, this is true of the columns
of the totally reduced filtration boundary matrix, considered as cycles in the sublevel set
corresponding to the pivot index. This summarizes the relations between reductions of the
filtration boundary matrix and the descending complexes of f . Recall that a discrete gradient
V on K gives rise to a flow Φ: C∗(K) → C∗(K).

▶ Lemma 27. The flow Φ restricts to a chain map on the descending complex D(V ) ⊆ K,
i.e., for c ∈ C∗(D(V )) we also have Φ(c) ∈ C∗(D(V )).

Proof. Recall from Definition 16 that Φ is given by Φ(c) = c + ∂ F(c) + F(∂c), where
F: C∗(K) → C∗+1(K) is the linear map with F(σ) = −⟨∂τ, σ⟩−1 · τ if (σ, τ) ∈ V and 0 on
all other simplices. Thus, if η ∈ D(V ) is any simplex, then ∂η and F(η) are both contained
in C∗(D(V )), by definition of the descending complex. Therefore, if c ∈ C∗(D(V )) is any
chain, then the chains ∂c,F(c), and F(∂c) are also contained in C∗(D(V )). This shows that
the chain Φ(c) = c+ ∂ F(c) + F(∂c) is contained in C∗(D(V )), proving the claim. ◀
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Figure 4 Discrete gradient (blue) with corresponding descending complex (green). Left: Cycle c

(red). Right: Stabilized cycle Φ(c) = Φ∞(c) (red), supported on the descending complex (green).

The Φ-invariant chains are supported on the descending complex, as illustrated in Figure 4.

▶ Proposition 28. The Φ-invariant chains of C∗(K) are supported on the descending
complex D(V ), i.e., we have CΦ

∗ (K) ⊆ C∗(D(V )).

Proof. Let c ∈ CΦ
∗ (K) be any Φ-invariant chain; we show that c is contained in C∗(D(V )).

By Proposition 19, we can assume without loss of generality that c is of the form Φ∞(σ) for
a critical simplex σ. By definition, Φ∞ = Φr for a large enough r, and by Lemma 18, Φr(σ)
is given by Φr(σ) = σ + w + Φ(w) + · · · + Φr−1(w), where w = F(∂σ). It follows directly
from the definition of the descending complex (Definition 8) that σ, ∂σ, and w = F(∂σ)
are contained in C∗(D(V )). By Lemma 27, we have Φk(w) ∈ C∗(D(V )) for every k, and
therefore c = Φr(σ) = σ + w + Φ(w) + · · · + Φr−1(w) ∈ C∗(D(V )), proving the claim. ◀

The following, together with Example 6, directly implies Theorem A.

▶ Theorem 29. Let f be a generalized discrete Morse function, let r ∈ R, and let
h ∈ H∗(Sr(f)) be a homology class of the sublevel set Sr(f). Then the lexicographically
minimal cycle of h, with respect to the f -lexicographic order, is supported on the descending
complex Dr(f).

Proof. Let V be the discrete gradient of f , and let W be the zero persistence apparent
pairs gradient induced by the f -lexicographic order, which is a regular refinement of V by
Proposition 7. Note that f is compatible with W .

Recall from Remarks 15 and 23 that Algorithm 1 computes a reduction R = D · S of the
filtration boundary matrix, corresponding to the simplexwise filtration of Sr(f) induced by
the f -lexicographic order, such that the reduction matrix S is apparent pairs compatible and
also death-compatible. Consider the corresponding reduction gradient on the corresponding
reduction basis Ω∗ with associated reduction flow Ψ: C∗(Sr(f)) → C∗(Sr(f)).

The lexicographically minimal cycle z ∈ Z∗(Sr(f)) of h is a Ψ-invariant cycle according
to Proposition 26. We show that z is contained in C∗(Dr(f)), which proves the claim:
As S is apparent pairs compatible, it follows from Lemma 14 and Proposition 20 that z is
also invariant under the algebraic flow determined by the zero persistence apparent pairs
gradient Wr on Ω∗. Lemma 24 implies that this flow coincides with the algebraic flow
Φ: C∗(Sr(f)) → C∗(Sr(f)) determined by the zero persistence apparent pairs gradient Wr

on the standard basis given by the simplices of Sr(f). It now follows from Proposition 28,
the definition of descending complex (Definition 8), and Proposition 9 that z is contained in

CΦ
∗ (Sr(f)) ⊆ C∗(D(Wr)) = C∗(Dr(W, f)) ⊆ C∗(Dr(V, f)) = C∗(Dr(f)). ◀

Let D be the filtration boundary matrix of the simplexwise filtration of K induced by the
f -lexicographic order, and let R = D · S be a totally reduced reduction of D. The following,
together with Example 6, directly implies Corollary B.
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▶ Corollary 30. Let f be a generalized discrete Morse function and (σ, τ) a non-zero
persistence pair of the simplexwise filtration induced by the f -lexicographic order. Let r = f(σ)
and s = f(τ) be the function values of σ and of τ , respectively. Then the lexicographically
minimal cycle of [∂τ ] in the open sublevel set S<

s (f), given as the column Rτ of the totally
reduced filtration boundary matrix, is supported on the descending complex Dr(f).

Proof. As (σ, τ) is a non-zero persistence pair, we know that f(σ) < f(τ) = s and that τ is a
critical simplex. As R is a reduction of D, this implies that Rτ and ∂τ are homologous cycles
in S<

s (f). Since R is totally reduced, the cycle Rτ does not contain a (non-essential) birth
simplex of the (smaller) simplexwise filtration of S<

s (f) induced by the f -lexicographic order.
Thus, Proposition 25 implies that Rτ is the lexicographically minimal cycle of [∂τ ] in S<

s (f).
As r = f(σ) and R is a reduction of D, the cycle Rτ is supported on the subcomplex Sr(f)
of S<

s (f), implying that it is also a lexicographically minimal cycle in Sr(f). It now follows
from Theorem 29 that the cycle Rτ is supported on the descending complex Dr(f). ◀
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